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The optimum route for garbage transport vehicles is restricted by vehicle
capacity and time windows that the garbage transport vehicle starts at
the origin and does not return to the origin. The problem of transporting
waste routes is a robust optimization problem where the amount of waste
in an area and travel time is uncertain. In the real world, traffic jams
and vehicle engine damage can cause delays. This paper proposes
the robust counterpart open capacitated vehicle routing problem
(denoted by RCOCVRP) with soft time windows model. The aim of
RCOCVRP with soft time windows model is to find schedule and optimum
route of transporting waste. This model calculation uses LINGO software
and GAMS software. Finally for the evaluation of the RCOCVRP model
with soft time windows on the proposed waste transportation problem
is conducted so that it hasa feasible solution.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The vehicle routing problem (VRP) is a combinatorial optimization problem that has developed
in the fields of transportation [1], distribution, environment [2] dan economy [3]. Vehicles that serve several
customers are limited by the capacity of the vehicle called capacitated vehicle routing problem
(CVRP) [4, 5]. The aims of CVRP are to find optimum route for every vehicle to serve a set customers based
on a single depot and to serve a set of customers under the constraints as such as each route begins and ends
at the depot where each customer is visited exactly once and the total demand of each route does not exceed
the capacity of the vehicle [6-8]. Some researchers have discussed VRP and CVRP on the problem of
collecting waste, modeling and completing models using heuristics[9-10]. Vehicle routes on VRP begin at
the starting point and do not end at the starting point. This VRP is an open vehicle routing problem
(OVRP) [11-13]. VRP which is limited to windows time intervals is called vehicle routing problem time
windows (VRPTW) [14]. VRPTW can aim to optimize vehicle routes and determine scheduling [15].
Robust optimization is an optimization problem approach for data that has uncertainly.
Sungur et al. [16] and Sun [17] discuss robust optimization of the problem of vehicle routes with demand
uncertainly which is called roubust capacitated vehicle routing problem (RCVRP). Robust optimization
research has increased development in vehicle route problems, for example in the fields of transportation
and distribution [18-19]. Optimization robust of VRP with time windows (RVRPTW) is a combination of
RVRP by considering time windows [18, 20-24]. Time windows can be soft time windows which means
Journal homepage: http://beei.org
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vehicles can violate every time windows on VRP [25, 26]. The RVRPTW is generalization of vehicle routing
problem with time windows [18]. The aim of this model is to find the minimum total cost and the minimum
total distance of a vehicle through several customer locations so that each route starts and ends at a common
location and some side constraints are satisﬁed. Vehicle routes and delivery times are affected by delays
and must be taken into account. For example, weather problems, traffic jams and vehicle mechanical
problems. OVRP that considers demand uncertainly is robust open vehicle routing problem (ROVRP) [27].
Research on robust counterpart open capacitated vehicle routing problem (RCOCVRP) has been performed
on the problem of transporting waste and the solution of this model using the branch and bound
method [28-29]. Puspita et al. [30] discussed the RCOCVRP model with demand on the problem of
transporting waste in Sematang Borang District. The proposed RCOCVRP model [28-30] optimizes
the route to the problem of transporting waste and does not take into account the time windows limit.
In the real world, the process of transporting waste sometimes experiences delays such as traffic jams and
vehicle engine damage.
The motivation of this study is to describe the garbage transportation system in one of the districts in
the city of Palembang, namely Ilir Timur I District. This research developed an existing robust optimization
model. The purpose of our paper is to ensure that Palembang Office of Environment and Hygiene (POEH)
will adopt a system that is built so that the garbage transportation management done by POEH is more
efficient with the model we offer. The robust counterpart open capacitated vehicle routing problem
(RCOCVRP) with soft time windows concept is the development of existing robust optimization by adding
vehicle capacity and time windows variables. This study proposes a robust optimization model that focuses
on the RCOCVRP model with soft time windows to optimize vehicle routes. This model is based on
the RCVRP model [31], RVRPTW [20] dan ROVRP [27]. RCOCVRP model with soft time windows
is simulated on the problem of transporting waste in Ilir Timur I District, Palembang to determine route
optimization and the scheduling of waste transportation. Thus, services for each customer can be satisfied
and the vehicle route does not return to the initial location with the volume limit of the transported waste not
exceeding the vehicle's capacity and time windows.

2.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
Garbage as one of the problems in urban areas. Most of the rubbish is contributed from households,
traditional markets, shops, offices and other city residents’activites. Accumulation of waste in densely
populated areas, traditional markets, shops and offices will cause environmental problems. POEH carries out
waste transportation activities in all district. Each sub-district has a temporary disposal site (TDS) as
a temporary landfill that is transported by POEH waste transportation vehicles. Ilir Timur I sub-district is one
of the sub-districts in the city of Palembang. Every garbage transport officer is assigned to an area called
a work area. A garbage transport vehicle transports waste at each TDS located in a work area and ends at
the final disposal site (FDS). The garbage transport officer who is in charge of transporting garbage at
the TDS that has a waste volume of 6 m3 (container), usually the waste is immediately disposed of at
the Sukawinatan FDS. According to POEH, TDS consists of POEH TDS, independent TDS and illegal TDS.
All the waste in the POEH TDS, the independent TDS and the illegal TDS is transported by the POEH waste
transport vehicle. This is done to create a clean and healthy city environment. Garbage transport vehicles that
visit each TDS are limited by vehicle capacity.
The volume of waste at a TDS is uncertain, so the problem of transporting waste is a robust
optimization problem [16, 17]. Garbage transport vehicles start departing at a TDS as a starting point and do
not return to that point so the problem of garbage transportation routes is called the open vehicle routing
problem [27]. When the process of transporting waste from TDS to i to TDS to j, sometimes the garbage
transport vehicle experiences delays [20]. The delay was caused by congestion, engine damage and running
out of fuel. Therefore, the arrival time of garbage transport vehicles often experiences delays. The research
data was obtained from the POEH in the form of garbage transportation route data in the city of Palembang
on September, 2019. This research will optimize the route and scheduling of waste transportation in
the district of Ilir Timur I, Palembang. Several conditions need to be limited for this research as as follows:
− Types of garbage transport vehicles are dump trucks and containers.
− The capacity of a dump truck has a capacity of 6-8 tons and the container has a capacity of 3-4 tons.
− The working hours of the garbage carrier consists of two transportation processes which are 06:00-10:00
hours and 16:00-20:00 hours.
− It is assumed that the time to put garbage into the vehicle and remove it from the vehicle is about 10 to 15
minutes.
− Waste transported from each TDS is disposed of at FDS Sukawinatan.
− The speed of the garbage transport vehicle is assumed to be 40 km/hour.
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3.

RESEARCH METHOD
RCOCVRP solutions with soft time windows model are search using LINGO software and GAMS
software. The steps of the research are structured as follows:
− Desciption of the data. This research data includes vehicle capacity, distance of each TDS to TDS,
distance of each TDS to FDS, travel time, volume of waste at each TDS and time windows.
− Identify variables and parameters.
− Formulate the RCOCVRP with time windows model.
− Solve the RCOCVRP with time windows model using the branch and bound method and the branch and
cut method.
− Computational calculations using LINGO 13.0 and GAMS 25.1.1 software.
In this study, we use procedure that is shown in Figure 1.

Begin

vehicle capacity, distance of each TDS to TDS,
distance of each TDS to FDS, travel time, volume of
waste at each TDS and time windows

Variables and Parameters

RCOCVRP with time
windows model

GAMS
LINGO

Optimal
solution

End
Figure 1. Procedure for solving the RCOCVRP model with a soft time window

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
RCOCVP model with soft time windows that have been formed, is simulated on the problem of
waste transportation in Ilir Timur I District, Palembang. The problem of transporting waste in the district Ilir
Timur I consists of 12 working areas with varied number of TDS as displayed in Table 1. In Table 1
the garbage transport area in Ilir Timur I sub-district consists of 12 working areas. Each working area has
several TDS consisting of waste volume and time windows.
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Table 1. Data for waste transporting problem
Working area
1

2

3

Total TDS
2

5

8

Vehicle Type

Garbage Volume (kg)

container

4500
2000

dump truck

4500
2000
4000
4500
2000

dump truck

4500
2000
4000
4500
2000
4000
4500

4

8

dump truck

4500
2000
4000
4500
2000
4000
4000
4500

5

3

dump truck

4500
2000
4000

6

4

dump truck

4500
2000
4000
4500

7

1

Container

4500

8

2

Container

4500
2000

dump truck

4500
2000
4000
4500
2000

9

5

10

9

dump truck

4500
2000
4000
4500
2000
4000
4000
4500
2000

11

2

Container

4500
2000

dump truck

4500
2000
4000
4500
2000
4000

12

6

Time windows
[7, 8]
[8.5, 10]
[10.5, 11]
[7, 7.5]
[7.5, 8]
[8.5, 9]
[9, 9.5]
[10, 10.5]
[10.5, 11]
[7, 7.3]
[7.3, 7.6]
[7.6, 8]
[8.3, 8.6]
[8.6, 9]
]9.3, 9.6]
[9.6, 10]
[10,10.3]
[10.6, 11]
[7, 7.3]
[7.3, 7.6]
[7.6, 8]
[8.3, 8.6]
[8.6, 9]
[9.3, 9.6]
[9.6, 10]
[10.3, 10.6]
[10.6, 11]
[1, 8]
[8.3, 9]
[9.2, 10]
[10, 11]
[7, 7.5]
[7.6, 8]
[8, 9]
[9.2, 10]
[10, 11]
[7, 9]
[9, 11]
[7, 8]
[8.3, 8.6]
[10, 11]
[7, 7.6]
[7.3, 8]
[8, 8.4]
[8.5, 9]
[9.2, 10]
[10.2, 11]
[7, 7.2]
[7.2, 7.5]
[7.5, 8]
[8, 8.4]
[8.4, 8.6]
[8.6, 9]
[9, 9.4]
[9.4, 9.6]
[9.6, 10]
[10.3, 11]
[7, 8]
[8, 9]
[10, 11]
[7, 7.2]
[7.2, 7.6]
[7.6, 8]
[8.4, 8.6]
[9, 9.5]
[9.5, 10]
[10.6, 11]
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4.1. A mathematical formulation of the RCOCVRP with soft time windows model
The RCOCVRP with soft time windows model is a robust optimization problem as a development
of the RCVRP, ROVRP and RCVRPTW models. RCOCVRP model with soft time windows is solved by
an exact approach so that a good solution is obtained in accordance with the real world. RCOCVRP model
with soft time windows aims to minimize vehicle distance and vehicle route scheduling. This RCOCVRP
model with soft time windows is simulated on the problem of transporting waste in Ilir Timur I sub-district,
Palembang. Calculation of RCOCVRP model with soft time windows based on LINGO 13.0 software
and GAMS software. LINGO is a special software package for solving mathematic programming problem
which built a language for estabilishing the optimization model [32, 33]. The GAMS is a most powerful
optimizer tool which is used for formulating, solving and analysing an optimization problem. GAMS is used
to solve linear, non linear and mix integer-based optimization problem. There are number of solver in GAMS
such as CONOPT, CPLEX, DICOPT and KNITRO [34, 35]. This research uses CPLEX solver.
We are given a directed graph G=(V, A) with 𝑉 = {1,2,3, . . . , 𝑛 + 1} as a set of nodes and 𝐴 =
{(𝑖, 𝑗)|𝑖 = 0,1,2, . . . , 𝑛 + 1 dan 𝑗 = 1,2, . . . , 𝑛 + 1, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗} as a the set of arcs, where node 1, 2, …, n represent
each customers and node n+1 represents the depot. 𝐴𝑘 represents the set of all arcs by vehicle k, 𝐴𝑘 ⊆ 𝐴 with
𝐾 = {1,2,3, . . . , 𝑘}. We denoted N, 𝑁 ⊂ 𝑉 by the set of nodes that are not origin (o) and destination (d). T
represents the set of time windows at each customers, 𝑇 = {[𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 ]|𝑖 ∈ 𝑉}. ext(T) represents the set of all
extreme points on T. RCOCVRP with soft time windows model as follows:
𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑍 = ∑𝑘∈𝐾 ∑(𝑖,𝑗)∈𝐴𝑘 𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑘 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘

(1)

𝑖≠𝑗

subject to
∑𝑗∈𝑉,𝑖≠𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 1, ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾

(2)

∑𝑗∈𝑉,𝑖≠𝑗 𝑥𝑗𝑖𝑘 = 1 , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾

(3)

𝑞𝑖 ≤ 𝑦𝑖 ≤ 𝑄, ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑉\{𝑛 + 1}

(4)

𝑦𝑖 ≤ 𝑄, 𝑖 = 𝑛 + 1

(5)

𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 + 𝑄𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝑄 − 𝑞𝑗 , ∀(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐴𝑘 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾

(6)

∑𝑗∈𝑁;(𝑗,𝑖)∈𝐴𝑘 ;𝑗≠𝑖 𝑥𝑗𝑖𝑘 − ∑𝑗∈𝑁;(𝑖,𝑗)∈𝐴𝑘 ;𝑖≠𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 = {

−1, 𝑖 = 𝑜
1, 𝑖 = 𝑑
0, 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑠

(7)

𝑎𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑖 ≤ 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑇)

(8)

𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑗 + (𝑏𝑖 + 𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑘 − 𝑎𝑗 )𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≤ 𝑏𝑖 − 𝑎𝑗 , (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐴𝑘 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾

(9)

𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘 ∈ {0,1}, (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐴𝑘 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾

(10)

The objective function (1) is to minimize the total distance of vehicle. Constraints (2) and
constraints (3) ensure that all 𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 are served exactly one. The constraint given in (4) and (5) are
the capacity limit constraints that limit the upper and lower limits of y. Constraints (6) ensures that
the solution contains no sub tours are cut off to destination, and that the vehicle load is a non-decreasing step
function in accordance with the demand at each customers who are on the route of the vehicle.
Constraints (7) are the ﬂow conservation constraints for each vehicle. Constraints (8) guarantee time
windows. Constraints (9) link routes and schedules, that is 𝑡𝑗 must be greater than or equal to 𝑡𝑖 + 𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑘
whenever vehicle k travels from customer i to customer j. Constrains (10) is the decision variables.
The variables and the paramaters in the RCOCVRP with soft time windows model is as shown
in Table 2 and Table 3.
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Table 2. Variables
Variable
𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝑡𝑖
𝑡𝑗
𝑦𝑖
𝑦𝑗

Description
a vehicle k travels between TDS i to j
Time arrived of the vehicle when serving TDS to i
Time arrived of the vehicle when serving TDS to j
Vehicle load when leaving TDS to i
Vehicle load when leaving TDS to j

Table 3. Parameters
Parameter
𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝑄
𝑞𝑖
𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝑎𝑗
𝑏𝑖

Description
distance from TDS i to TDS j by vehicle k
vehicle capacity
quantity of garbage transported at TDS to i
travel time from TDS to i to TDS to j by vehicle k
the time when the vehicle left the TDS i
the time when the vehicle left the TDS j

4.2. Solution of model RCOCVRP with soft time windows
The calculation of the RCOCOCVRP with soft time windows model on the garbage transporting
problem is simulated in the working area 3. A mathematical formulation of RCOCVRP with soft time
windows based on objective function (1) and constrant (2) to (10). The LINGO software settlement type uses
the branch and bound method, obtained 𝑥56 = 𝑥65 = 0.667, 𝑥58 = 𝑥68 = 𝑥75 = 𝑥76 = 𝑥78 = 0.333
and objective value 35.67. Because there are non-integer decision variables, branching is done.
Adding variables 𝑥56 ≤ 0, 𝑥36 ≥ 1, 𝑥65 ≥ 1 and 𝑥58 ≥ 1 to the model. GAMS software solver type uses
CPLEX, obtained 𝑥65 = 𝑥78 = 0.583, 𝑥68 = 𝑥73 = 0.417 and objective value 35.9. Because there are
non-integer-valued variables, variabel 𝑥65 ≥ 1, 𝑥56 ≤ 0, ≤, 𝑥36 ≥ 1 dan 𝑥58 ≥ 1 are added to the model.
The solution operated in LINGO and GAMS is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Distance, route and time windows in the working area 3
Distance (km)

Route

37.31

TDS 1–TDS 4–TDS 3–TDS 6–TDS 5–DS 8–
TDS 7–FDS–TDS 2–FDS

Vehicle load (kg)
4500
2000
4000
2500
6000
4000
4000
2500
6000

Arrived time
07:00
07:03
08:00
08.03
09:00
09:03
10:00
10:03
11:00

The solution of RCOCVRP model with soft time windows using LINGO has 12 iterations while
using GAMS has 4 iterations. We can see from Table 4 that the RCOCVRP model with soft time windows
in working area 3 has a feasible solution if the vehicle transporting garbage does not exceed the vehicle's
capacity and satisfied the time windows. Overall in each work area also obtained feasible solutions.

5.

CONCLUSION
GAMS software is more powerful optimizer tool than LINGO software for solving RCOCVRP
models with soft time windows on the problem of transporting waste. A solution of the RCOCVRP with soft
time windows model has a feasible solution if the vehicle load leaving the customer does not exceed or equal
to the vehicle capacity and the time of arrival of the vehicle to i earlier than the time window. Next research
on the RCOCVRP model with soft time windows is suggested to consider the limitations of the number of
crews and the solution of the RCOCVRP with soft time windows model with soft time windows can be
solved by a heuristic approach.
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